The object of this paper is to show that any law involving only two variables, at least one of which occurs on both sides of the law, and w-ary operators, w>0, has a finite model. A law [l, p. 439 § §1 and 2 show how this result is obtained for a single binary operator. In §3 the general result is obtained and also examples are given showing that the result is not true for laws involving nullary operators or more than two variables.
1. Word polynomials. In this section w will be a word in variables and the binary operator p.
The length of w is defined to be the number of occurrences of variables in w.
The word polynomial pw(\, p.) of the word w is a polynomial in two variables X and u defined inductively on the length of w as follows, if w is a single variable then pw(k, m) -1, if w = wiw2p then pw(k, p) = X/>to1(a, m) + m/>u,2(a, p.).
From this definition the following lemmas can be proved inductively. Lemma 1. If w is a word involving the variable x only then replacing yzp by \y-\-uz in w gives a polynomial in X, p. and x which has the form pa(\, u)x.
Lemma 2. If w has length at least two then pw(\, u)=\nA-um -\-Xuq(\, p.) where m and n are positive integers and q(k, p.) is a polynomial in X and p.
Lemma 3. If Xo and uo are integers such that Xo+Mo=l, then Pw(Ko, Uo) =L and the binary operator p such that x occurs in both w and w'. Then there exist nonnegative integers X0, po and k, k>l, such that if S= {0, 1, 2, • • • , k -I} and the binary operator a is defined on S by xya=X0x +Poy (mod k) then iS, a) is a finite model for the law w(x, y) =w'(x, y).
Proof. If both w and w' have length greater than one then w = w is satisfied by (5, a) where S= {0, 1} and a is defined on 5 by xya = 0-In this case X0=/xo = 0 and k = 2. We may assume from henceforth that w'ix, y) =x and also that w(x, y) has length at least two.
In w(x, y) replace zvp by \z+pv to give a polynomial in X, p, x and y of the form a(X, p)x+b(K, p)y where a(X, fi)+b(\, p)=pwi\, p.). If a(K, u) contains the term of the form X", w>0, let X0= 1, Mo = 0 and k = 2. Then a(X0, po) = 1 and o(X0, Mo) =0 by Lemma 2. Hence if S= [0, 1} and the binary operator a is defined on S by xya = x then (5, a) is a finite model for w(x, y) =x. We may therefore assume that o(X, jit) contains no term X" or pm and therefore (by Lemma 2) that bi/K, p) contains the terms of the form X" and pm, ra, ?ra>0.
Since x occurs in w, a(X, fi)^0 and so we have that a(X, p.) =X/ugh(X, m) where <zi(X, p) is a polynomial ^0. In a(X, /x) replace X by 1 -p. to give a polynomial c(m). cip) will contain /t as factor for let d(X)ju", «>0, be the sum of the terms in o(X, fi) involving the least power of p. Since d(K) contains only positive coefficients dil)^0. Thus there is a term <Z(l)wn in cip).
Let ra be the degree of the polynomial c(/x) -1 and consider the set {c(Z) -1| 0gZ^2ra|.
There exists at least one integer value of Z for which | c(Z) -11 t* 1. Let p0 be the smallest such Z and let k = | cip/) -1 \ if this is not 0 otherwise k = 2. Let X0 be the least nonnegative residue of (1-juo) (mod k). Then a(X0, mo)="c(mo) (mod k), but cip/) -1=0 (mod fe) and so a(X0, /to) =1 (mod fe). Since a(X, ju)+fr(X, m) is a word Proof. We first obtain words wi and w{ from the words w and w' respectively by applying the following operation to the p, occuring in w and w'.
If w, = l omit pi.
If It can be seen that the result does not hold in the case of nullary operators by considering the law yxpap=x,
(1) where p is a binary operator and a is a nullary operator. By multiplying (1) on the right by a we have yxpapap = xap, (2) and substituting yxp for y and a for x in (1) gives yxpapap = a,(3). From (2) and (3) we have xap=a and applying this to (1) gives a = x. Hence also a = y and so x=y. Thus (1) has no nontrivial model. Similarly the law yxpzp = x containing three variable x, y and z, implies x =y and hence has no nontrivial model. 
